2017

DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENT LIFE AWARDS

NORTH CAMPUS RECOGNITION
Resident Assistant of Cambridge Community and Centerville Hall
Derek Lamb
Resident Assistant of Denton Community and Oakland Hall
Sydney Tommins
Resident Assistant of Ellicott Community and Hagerstown Hall
Corey Ferrick

Customer Service Supervisor of the Year
Kymberlee McMaster

Resident Assistant of the Year
Matthew James
Amy Iandiorio
Darien Dixon
Rosemary Davidson
Audrey Simmons
Nicole Haggerty
Christina Krueger

Resident Assistant of BCC Halls
Resident Assistant of Cumberland Hall
Resident Assistant of Elkhorn Hall
Resident Assistant of Easton Hall
Resident Assistant of Denton Hall
Resident Assistant of LaPlata Hall
Resident Assistant of Ellicott Hall
Community Assistant of Cumberland Hall
Community Assistant of Centreville Hall
Community Assistant of Easton Hall
Community Assistant of Oakland Hall
Community Assistant of Denton Hall
Community Assistant of Elkhorn Hall

Community Assistant of the Year
Eliza Foster
Natsu Kumagai
Maggie Cheng
Suraj Jaladanki

Community Assistant of Hagerstown Hall
Heyam Abadir

Community Assistant of LaPlata Hall
Community Assistant of Elkhorn Hall
Community Assistant of Elkhorn Hall

Community Assistant of Leonardtown
Community Assistant of Prince Frederick
Community Assistant of Queen Anne’s
Community Assistant of Leonardtown
Community Assistant of Prince Frederick
Community Assistant of Queen Anne’s
Community Assistant of Leonardtown
Community Assistant of Prince Frederick
Community Assistant of Queen Anne’s
Community Assistant of Leonardtown
Community Assistant of Prince Frederick
Community Assistant of Queen Anne’s
Community Assistant of Leonardtown
Community Assistant of Prince Frederick
Community Assistant of Queen Anne’s

Rookie Community Assistant of the Year
Nelson Chen

Rookie Resident Assistant of the Year
Susanna Yeh

Community Assistant/CSS Veteran of the Year
Camille Chider

Resident Assistant Veteran of the Year
Noelle Majorcaz

Spirit of Resident Life Award
Lawrence Wakefield

SOUTH CAMPUS RECOGNITION
Resident Assistant of the Year
North Hill and Leonardtown
Daniel Page
South Hill
Brandon Quinn
South Campus Commons
Bailey Pendergast

Customer Service Supervisor Recognition
Annapolis
Haja Savage
Queen Anne’s
Dimas Syuardi
Leonardtown
Stacey Barrett
Prince Frederick
Carmen Harley

Community Assistant of the Year
Annapolis
Nicole Vertescher
Leonardtown
Kelci Fitzpatrick
Prince Frederick
Sudipta Das
Queen Anne’s
Carm Saimbre

Resident Assistant Excellence Winners
Student Conduct & Crisis Management
Poiret Coulibaly
Administration
Florian Cotera
Community Interaction
Hannah Correlli
Student Interaction & Development
Jennifer Wang
Staff Collaboration
Brennan Williams

Community Assistant Excellence Winners
Administration
Joseph Miller
Customer Service
Tony Feric
Teamwork
Molly Walsch

DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENT LIFE

DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
Resident Assistant of the Year
North Hill and Leonardstown
Daniel Page
Austin Adams
Imisioluwa Agbaniyaka
Michael Akande
Omar Al-Banna
Marwan Al-Banna
Doyeon (Katie) An
Jana Austin
Breana Bacon
Naeem Baig
Erica Baum
Elijah Biggs
Elyse Blume
Roseann Brown
Isabel Burick
Ella Cady
Carley Carter
Maggie Cason
Michael Cassano
Camille Chider
Thomas Church
Michelle Cody
Christopher Comfort
Courtney Cooper
Andre D’Souza
Alvin Dadjeu
Autumn Dahlgren
Anant Dalela
Sudipta Das
Sara Dignan
Kelsey Earle
Julia Estrada-Luyo
David Falvo
Marina Farrugia
Tony Feric
Matthew Fox
Angela Fratino
Levi Gayatao
Victoria Glover
Bailey Griffin
Ama Gyedu
Samantha Haas
Nicole Haggerty
Carmen Harley

Benjamin Hawtof
Brian Hodlin
Kelsie Hohenberger
Jay Huang
Matthew Huldisch-Vukovic
Kelsey Johnson
Kaede Johnson
Kathleen Kelly
Alisha Khan
Rachel Kim
Christina Krueger
Derek Lamb
Connor Lee
Chloe Levin
Zhi (Toby) Lin
Andrew Lohr
Emily Long
Yanhong Lu
Rashel Maikhor
Noelle Majorczak
Yvette Mann
Sean McGovern
Benjamin McHugh
Brittany McManus
Bernard Meadows
Julian Medina
Tyler Muldoon
Jay Nachenberg
Kaushik Nagarur
Ashlyn Newton
Srirish Nourieren
Amanda Obenland
Isioma Obiama-Nwali
Esanye Ogbe
Chisom Okafor
Jonas Okafor
Adebimpe Olaniyi
Motunrayo Oluwafemi
Daniel Page
Ambra Palushi
Jason Pangilinan
Charles Parker
Jasmine Peleaez

Bailey Pendergast
Darrell Peoples
Sarala Prabhu
Janvi Raichura
Julia Reifman
Christy Rettig
Kevin Riordan
John Rookard
Nicholas Rozzo
Carm Saimbre
Anthony Saleiro
Silvia Santos
Abhinav Saraogi
Connor Semelsberger
Yiyeon Seo
Seyeon Seo
Susann Shin
Eric Silverstein
Audrey Simmons
Rachel Snyder
Katie Soisson
Angela St. Jean
Chelsea Stolt
Dimas Syuardi
Naitik Thanki
Sydney Tommins
Tessa Trach
Miya Treadwell
Danielle Villeneuve
Daniel Wagner
Rachel Walker
Tiana Walker
Eric Walsh
Jennifer Wang
Joshua Weaver
Emma Weber
Celeste Witting
Robel Wondimu
Alexandria Worley
Angel Yee
Yiqi Yu